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NEWS/GH 
1st March 2021 
                             
                
Hi.  Parents...       I have sent a couple more photo reminders of our new displays for you to share with  
your children .    One week today and we can get stuck in again to teaching all our kids  in school. 
First though, I continue with our project of celebrating the incredible mountain of work worthy of Special 
 Mentions and the award of Special Medals. 
Here we have some examples from Y4 ST Woodpeckers:- 

Callum M .    Jasmine E .     Zack P .       Alex W  for their great work  

developing their computing skills.   Also, Kisha-Rose’s work on the RSPCA ...Brilliant  

The teacher explains:- 
Here are some examples of the computing work the children have been doing, creating powerpoints about  
their favourite animals and jobs they would like to do when they are older. They have enjoyed completing the 
 research and learning how to use powerpoint. 
Special mention to Alex W who has been carrying on his research and creating more powerpoints at home 
 doing lots of extra work. He has also been teaching the children the things he has learned to do on the 
 computer. Well done Alex.  
Also: Kisha-Rose's work as I thought her reason for wanting to work for the RSPCA when she is older is 

 especially lovely  
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More sharing from Y4 Woodpeckers:- Miss Taylor is over the moon with the fantastic effort from her children  - 
 at home ,as well as from those at school. Including an example of more super work on our ‘Jigsaw’ programme 
 which involves Personal,Social,Emotional Development with our pupils. 
Miss Taylor comments:-  

Jack H , Ebony O , Isaac F , Alice K  and Jenson K - Trying extremely hard with 
 their learning at home and making sure that they complete every task to the best of their ability. I have been  
very impressed with the effort they have been putting in to completing their work. Also-  

Layla G - A lovely piece of Jigsaw work ( See poem attached). This week in Jigsaw we have been  
learning about healthy friendships and why we value our friends. 

Scarlett B - A super fact file on Isaac Newton for this week's science task (attached). Very well 
 presented.  

            



 
MARCH 8th REOPENING:- our school awaits your child- 

 

 
 


